
The business case for 
developing a distribution 
strategy for your 
company.

Making the right logistics decisions in 

today’s economic environment is key to a 

successful communication strategy.  Today’s 

business environment depends on speed 

and efficiency to get information, offers and 

goods to market on time and on budget. 

www.pdiuk.com

Distribution is often the last link in our client’s customer relationships and very 

often the forgotten one.  

At PDi we understand the value and 

importance of finding the fastest and 

most efficient means possible to 

provide the distribution services that 

successful businesses need.

Where is your business going?

PDi Smart Distribution

PDi Virtual Warehousing

PDi Rapid Document 
Creation

PDi Corporate Services



Tailored distribution to suit deadline and budget requirements
- Gained from many years’ experience in the print and distribution industry. 

Optimising distribution routes 
- For cost efficiency while maintaining service levels. 

- PDi source the most cost effective and professional way to ship.

Realtime tracking and reporting 
- Facilities available include delivery tracking and POD information on all deliveries.

Discounted international Royal Mail service  
- PDi consistently generate savings for clients against Royal Mail international rates.

- Savings depend on the mailing profile but can be significant even for lower volume clients.

Specialist international exhibition and conference distribution service
- PDi provide a specialist service delivering time critical consignments to exhibitions and 

conferences worldwide for major UK companies, financial institutions and universities. We also 

provide a return to UK service for surplus material following an event.

Speed to market 
– Document distribution when time is the critical factor (sales promotion, shareholder information, 

special offers). PDi work to previously-impossible deadlines to give clients a communication 

competitive edge.

Full reporting on stock balances and distribution
- View your virtual warehouse online anytime.    

- Digital reports on email distribution.
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